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I. INTI~ODGCTION 
The purpose of this paper is to describe the relationship between absolutely 
stable autonomous differential equations and integrally stable autonomous 
differential equations in one and two dimensions. ‘I’hese two types of stability 
were motivated by very different areas of study. Absolute stability was 
defined in 1964 by Auslandcr and Seibert [I] and arose in the study of 
generalized prolongations for dynamical systems on locally compact metric 
spaces. Integral stability was defined by VrkoE [6] in 1959 to study the 
asymptotic behavior of differential equations under integrable perturbations. 
In Section 3, an example is given of a uniformly Lipschitz function 
f : R + R such that 0 is absolutely stable for K’ = f(x), but is not integrally 
stable for this equation. Based on this example, the relationship between 
these two kinds of stability is characterized in Section 4, for one dimensional 
autonomous equations, and for two dimensional systems in which the origin 
is an isolated critical point. The analysis relies heavily upon the fact that 
both absolute and integral stability have been characterized with Lyapunov 
functions. 
2. NOTATIOS AVD DEFISITIONS 
Let R” denote Euclidean space and i / the usual Euclidean norm. For 
x, y E R”, define d(x, y) .= ( x - y I. For sets M, :Y C R”, M, N j- P;, define 
d(M, IV) = inf{d(x, y) : .Ic E M, y E N). 
The epsilon neighborhood of M, denoted by S,(M), is defined by 
SC(M) = {x E R” : d(x, M) < c} 
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We will I& ?@ denote the closure of the set M, 8M the boundary of M, 
and @ the complement of M. Let m(M) deQote the Lebesgue measure 
of any measurable set M. 
A mapping r : R” x R + Rn will be said to define a dynamical system 
on Rn if it has the following three properties: 
(a) x(x, 0) = x for all x E R”, 
(b) r(r(x, t), s) = x(x, t + s) for all x E Rn, t, s E R, 
(4 77 is continuous. 
The positive trajectory through x, denoted by C+(x), is defined by 
C+(x) = {Tr(X, t) : t 3 O}. 
Similarly, we define the negative trajectory through x, C-(x), by 
C-(x) = {n-(x, t) : i! < O}. 
We define C(X) = C+(x) u C-(x). A point y will be called apositive limitpoint 
of x if there exists a sequence {tn}, t, --t co, such that ~(x, t%) + y. L+(X), 
the positive Zimit set of x, is the collection of all such points. A point y will 
be called a positive prolongational limit point of x if there exists a sequence 
&JY ha --f co, and a sequence {x,}, x, -+ X, such that rr(x, , t,) + y. The 
positive prolongational limit set of x, J+( x ), is the collection of all such points. 
Consider the autonomous equation 
x’ = f(x), t:Rn+Rn, w 
where we assume that solutions exist on the whole real line, and f is assumed 
sufficiently smooth to insure uniqueness of solutions. Let +(t, x) denote 
the solution of (E) satisfying +(O, x) = x. These solutions define a dynamical 
system on Rn if we let rr(x, t) = $(t, x). 
If Y : R* + R is locally Lipschitz, we define the trajectory derivative 
of V with respect to solutions of (E) by 
rr(“) = lim inf v(x + hf (x)) - v(x) 
h-O+ h 
We require the following definitions. 
DEFINITION 2.1. The compact set MC Rn is said to be absolutely stable 
for (E) if there exists a function V : R” -+ R such that 
(i) V(x) = 0 f i x E M and V(x) > 0 if x 6 M, 
(ii) V(W) < VW% f or all t > 0, and all solutions x(t), 
(iii) V(x) is continuous in some neighborhood of M. 
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DEFINITION 2.2. The compact set MC R1” is integrally stable for (1:) if 
there exists V : R” + R satisfying (i) and (ii) above, and 
(iii) ) Y(X) - V(y)\ 2.; K !x--yJ for some K>O, for all sc,y in 
some neighborhood of dl. 
Finally, WC will require the following result, whose proof was given in [6]. 
THEOREM 2.3. The compact set &I C R” is integrally stable for (I‘:) if 
and only if given E > 0, there exists 6 7 S(E) > 0 such that Mhenever 
J 
.z 
sup : 7/(t, x), dt < 6 
10 II; <c 
holds, then every solution y(t) of y’ : f(y) -t q(t, y) satisfrirzg d( y(tJ, M) < 6, 
satisfies d(y(t), M) < E for t ,3 f, . 
3. AN EXAMPLE 
Clearly, a system will satisfy Definition 2.1 whenever it satisfies Defini- 
tion 2.2. This example shows that even for a one-dimensional, autonomous, 
uniformly Lipshitz equation the converse does not hold. 
EXAMPLE 3.1. Consider the dynamical system defined on [0, I] as 
follows: 
Let C denote the Cantor ternary set. Define 
F(x) -: d(X, C) = inf{i X - y i : y E C}. 
Then P(0) = 0 and P(r) .> 0 whenever x: $ C. Moreover, g has Lipschitz 
constant one. Consider 
x’ = F(x). (F) 
Let V(X) denote the Cantor function (i.e., I/ is a continuous, monotonically 
increasing function which is constant on each interval in the complement 
of C). Obviously, b’ satisfies (i) and (iii), where A/1 = (0). To see that (ii) 
holds, observe that the trajectories of (I;) consist either of critical points, 
on which V is trivially constant, or of intervals in [0, l]\C, on which 
L+(t)) 5 I/(x(O)). Th us I’ is constant along solutions of (F), and (ii) is 
established. Hence 0 is absolutely stable for (I?). Let us show, however, 
that no Lipschitz Lyapunov function can bc constructed for this equation. 
Suppose that there exists W(X) satisfying (i)-(iii’). Then since IV is 
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uniformly Lipschitz, it is absolutely continuous. But this implies that 
d/dx(IV(x)) exists almost everywhere, and, in fact, 
(3.1) 
Note that for a one-dimensional system 
wherever they both are defined. Since F(x) > 0 a.e. and l%‘@(t)) < 0 a.e. 
we must have d/dx (W(X)) < 0 a.e. Combining this with (3.1) we see that 
W(x) < 0 almost everywhere. But this contradicts (i). Hence no such 
function exists, and 0 is not integrally stable for (F). 
4. MAIN RESULTS 
The significance of the previous example lies in the fact that it is essentially 
unique in one dimension. Theorem 4.1 gives a precise statement of this 
result. For simplicity we will consider our dynamical systems restricted to 
the right half-line [0, 00). The analysis to the left is similar. 
Let @ be the set of functions f : R+ + R, f(0) = 0, f locally Lipschitz, 
such that there exists some neighborhood of 0, call it Nf, in which 
S, = (X E Nf : f(x) = 0} satisfies 
(a) 0 is a limit point of S, , 
(b) S, is nowhere dense, 
(c) f(x) > 0 for all x E N,\S, , 
(d) S, has measure zero, 
(e) S, is uncountable in every neighborhood of 0. 
Consider 
x’ =f($ f :R++R. 
We have the following result: 
(Ed 
THEOREM 4.1. Let f be locally Lipschitz and suppose that 0 is absolutely 
stable for (E,). Then one of the following is satisjied: 
0 is integrally stable for (E,), (4-l) 
fE@. (4.2) 
Moreover, conditions (4.1) and (4.2) are mutually exclusive. 
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The proof of this theorem is omitted. It may be derived from the proof 
of Theorem 4.2, or it may be found in [3]. 
It is natural to ask whether Theorem 4.1 admits any generalization to 
higher dimension. In fact, an extension is possible in the case of a two- 
dimensional, autonomous system, where 0 is an isolated critical point. 
In this case, periodic orbits play the role that critical points played in one 
dimension. 
Let Y be the set of functions f : fiz -f R2, f(0) = 0, f locally Lipschitz, 
such that there exists some neighborhood of 0, call it !‘Vf , in which 
satisfies 
Pf - (X E :V, : the solution through x is periodicj 
(a) 0 is a limit point of I;, 
(b) For all x E N,;P, , x /- 0, the solution through x spirals outward, 
(c) There are uncountably many periodic orbits in rV, circling the 
origin, 
(d) I; is nowhere dense, 
(e) Pr has two dimensional measure zero. 
Consider 
x’ :- f(x), f:RZ+R2, w 
where we further assume that 0 is an isolated critical point of f. Then 
Theorem 4.1 has the following analog: 
THEOREM 4.2. Let f be locally Lipschitz and suppose that 0 is absolutely 
stable for (I?,). Then one of the following is satisfied: 




Moreover, conditions (4.3) and (4.4) are mutually exclusive. 
The principal tool used to prove Theorem 4.2 is the following simple 
lemma. 
LEMMA 4.3. Suppose M is compact and positively invariant, and M = 
nzcE, A, where A, 1 A,.tl , and each A, is compact and integrally stable. 
Then M U integrally stable. 
Proof. Let E > 0 be given. By the compactness of the A,, , we may 
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choose N > 0 so large that A, C S,,,(M). Let S :.= 6(~,/2) be chosen by the 
integral stability of A, . Then if y(t) is any function such that 
J 
03 
d(Y(44, !‘M) < 6 and I Y(L) -f(t, Y(t))i dt < 6 fg 
we have d(y(t), A,,.) < c/2 for t > t, . But 
d(y(t), M) < d(y(t), A,) + d(i3, , M) < 42 -/- 42 = E. 
Thus M is integrally stable. Q.E.D. 
Seibert showed recently [5] that a compact set is totally stable if and only 
if it is either asymptotically stable or possesses a fundamental system of 
asymptotically stable neighborhoods. Combining this result with Lemma 4.3, 
WC see that for autonomous differential equations, total stability implies 
integral stability since asymptotic stability implies integral stability [6]. 
This corrects an error of VrkoE, who states in [6] that no such implication 
holds. 
PYOO~ of Theorem 4.2. Suppose 0 is absolutely stable for (IQ but not 
integrally stable. We will show f E Y. 
(a) Let M be an arbitrary neighborhood of 0. Let E > 0 bc chosen 
so that S, = {X : ; x ! < <I\ C M. iV oreover, suppose that S, contains no 
critical points other than 0. Let 
P : {x E s, : the solution through x is periodic}. 
Let 6 be chosen corresponding to E by stability. If 0 EL..(~) for every y E S, , 
then 0 is a weak attractor. But a stable, weak attractor is asymptotically 
stable, and hence integrally stable 123. This, however, contradicts our 
hypothesis. Hence there must exist some y1 E S, such that 0 $Ll(y,). By 
the PoincarC Bendixson Theorem, since LQ) contains only regular points, 
it must be a periodic orbit. By stability, L+ (yl) C S, C M. Since IM was 
arbitrary, 0 is a limit point of P. Thus (a) is established. 
(b) Suppose there does not exist any neighborhood of 0 in which 
all non-periodic trajectories spiral outward. Then for any integer n, there 
exists 3c, , 1 X, i < l/n, such that the solution through x, spirals inward. -__ 
In particular, this implies that int Lf-(x,) is a compact, positively invariant, 
asymptotically stable set for each 11. Here we have let intL-‘-(x,L) denote 
the interior of the simple closed curve ,5+(x,), in the sense of the Jordan 
Curve Theorem. Since 0 -= nz.., int L-(x,), 0 is integrally stable. This 
contradiction implies the cxistcnce of a neighborhood N, of 0 in which (b) 
holds. 
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(c) Let S be as in (a). By the I’oincarC Bendixson Theorem there 
must be a critical point in intf.’ (y), for every y E S,\,(O). Since 0 is the 
only critical point in S, , L-(y) must circle the origin. Hence there arc an 
infinite number of periodic orbits circling the origin. We must show that 
there are uncountably many such orbits in any neighborhood of 0. 
By the absolute stability of 0 we know that there exists V(x) satisfying 
(i)-(iii). Let M be any neighborhood of 0 contained in S, . Let .;2 be some 
periodic orbit contained in $2. We know that V(x) is constant on /I, and 
we may suppose without loss of generality that V(x) .: I for all .I: E A. 
?jow let h E (0, I) and consider the restriction of V to the positive x-axis. 
We know that A intersects the positive x-axis at some point x0 . Since I?’ R’- 
is a continuous function of a real variable, by the Intermediate \‘aluc 
Theorem there exists some point between 0 and xU where I’ assumes the 
value /\. Let x,, denote the first such point in [0, x,]. If C.-(x,) is periodic, 
WC will have produced a periodic orbit corresponding to h. Since X, + X, 
implies .x,+ -# xA,, WC will have produced an uncountable number of orbits. 
Suppose, therefore, that C.(x,J is not periodic. Consider L (x,,), which 
must be periodic. By (ii), 
However, L-(x,) intersects the x-axis between 0 and sA by part (b). This 
contradicts our selection of x* as the first point in [0, x0] such that V(X~) : h. 
Thus there are uncountably many orbits in ill circling the origin. 
(d) The proof that P is nowhere dense in some neighborhood of 0 
proceeds in several stages. 
LEMMA 4.4. Let a(x) : P -* lit be defined as follows: ‘Y(S) is the unique 
smallest positive period of the solution through x. Then 01 is continuous on P. 
Proof. Let x E P and suppose a(x) = W. Let {xi} E P and suppose 
xi ---+ x. We must show a(xi) ---• w. Let E > 0 be given. Let L be a transversai 
through x. Then, by the proof of the PoincarC Bendixson Theorem, there 
exists 6 = 8(~/2) such that given any solution of (E,) starting in 
(y : i x - y j < 6}, that solution must intersect L for \ t ) < c/2. SOW 
xi -+ x implies +xi , W) -+ ~(x, W) - x. IIence there exists an integer N 
such that n > X implies x, E S,(x) and rr(x,* , W) E S,(x). Hence C+(x,J 
intersects 1, for ! t 1 < l ,/2. Also, C’(V(X,~ , w)) intersects L for ; t ; < e/2. 
However, 0(x,) and C+(n(x., , w)) are both semi-orbits of the same 
trajectory. Moreover, since x, E P and L is a transversal, the point of 
intersection of L and C (x,) is the same as that of L and CT(~~(X,~  w)). 
Hence there exists a sequence of positive integers {k,) such that 
j k&J - w ; < 42 -+ 42 x-= E for n > N. 
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It follows that 0 :< OL(X,) -< w -I- E. Let wa be any subsequential limit of 
(a(~~)}. Since E is arbitrary, we have that 0 < w0 :< w. Thus there exists 
a subsequence (ij) such that a(xij) -+ w,, . Rithout loss of generality we 
may assume that w a 7’. 0. This follows from a theorem in [2] which asserts 
that if xi, = n(xi, , wi,) -* x where wii -> 0 then SC must be a critical point 
of the dynamical system. This contradicts the assumption that x E P. Now 
xi, .z rr(xij , a(~~,)) -* rr(x, ws). But xi -+ X. Hence s -.= ~(x, wO), and there 
must exist some bositive integer K such’that kw r w,, . In particular, w < w,, . 
Combining our estimates, we see that w0 = W, so that “(xi) + W. Thus 01 
is continuous on P. 
LEM.MA 4.5. P u (0) is closed. 
Proof. Let .x~ E P and m(xi , wi) = xi. Suppose that there exists some 
subsequence wi. such that wi, --+ 0. Then x is a critical point, and so 
x = 0 E P u co}: 
* 
Suppose, instead, that 1 wi, < k for some k > 0. Then we may suppose 
that wij ---f w + 0. Hence xii = rr(xi, , wi,) -+ rr(x, w). But xi, --f x implies 
x = r(x, w), which in turn implies x E P. 
Finally, suppose wi - 00. Then x(x~, wi) + X, xi -+ x, and wi --t co. 
Hence x E J+(x), the prolongational limit set of x. But if x + P u {0), and 
Cl-(x) spirals outward, then J/(x) is some periodic orbit not passing through x. 
Thus x 4 J.(X), which is a contradiction, unless x = 0. In any event P u (0) 
is closed. 
LEMMA 4.6. Let M be a compact, positively invariant set in R2, whue aM 
is a periodic orbit of (E2). Suppose there exists some nezkhborhood U of M such 
that every trajectory in U\M is periodic and circles M. Then M is integrally 
stable. 
Proof. Define 
V(x) = sup d@(t, x), M) 
t>0 
for all x E N, where N is a compact neighborhood of 111 satisfying M C N C U. 
Obviously I/ satisfies (i) and (ii). We will show that I’ is locally Lipschitz 
on N\(O). 
Let U, C N~~{O} be compact. It follows from the continuity of a(x) and 
the fact that co n P is compact that (Y assumes a maximum on Uo. Denote 
this maximum by w. Thus 
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where $(t, x) denotes the solution of (E) through x. Then if x, y E !X’ we have 
V(x) .- V(y)1 := sup d(#, x), M) - sup d(c#, y), M), 
0<t5:.w “-.:t::.w 
-< SUI) (d(+(t, X), M) -- d(+(t, y), M)} 
O<.f<“> 
55 sup +(I, x) .- 4(‘, y)’ 
O<f<U 
< ix--y;expLoJ, 
u-here I, is the Lipschitz constant for f on X, and the last inequality follows 
from Gronwall’s lemma. It remains to show that iM is integrally stable. 
Let A, =- {x : V(x) <I I$>. It is clear from the method of construction 
of V that A,, is the closed interior of some periodic orbit. Hence each A, 
is compact. Moreover, each A, is positively invariant. Define 
XEA, 
x$A,. 
Then in a compact neighborhood of A,, , W,(s) satisfies (i)-(iii’), and so 
A, is integrally stable. Since AZ .= nz=, A,, , by Lemma 4.3, 52 is integral11 
stable. 
We are now prepared to complete the proof of (d). Suppose that there 
does not exist any neighborhood of 0 in which P is nowhere dense. For 
any n, consider S,,,,,(O). By our assumption, there exists some nonempty 
open set A with il C P u {Oj = P and A C S,:,(O). Let s,, E A, x,, -+ 0. 
T’hen since x, E P there exists w, > 0 such that x,nw,, = x, . Consider 
the map rrl : R2 --f H” defined by 
n,(x) .= r(t, x). 
For each fixed t, niTt is a homeomorphism and so n,(A) is an open neighborhood 
of x,lrt. ‘Thus Uo&GW,~XA) is a neighborhood of C(xJ. Moreover, every 
point in U r,(A) is contained in P. Hence, by Lemma 4.6 the compact, 
invariant set int C(xn) is integrally stable. Moreover, we may choose x, so that 
int C(xn) C int C(x, 1), and 
--_-.-- 
0 = fi int C(xn). 
,a-=1 
By Lemma 4.3, 0 is integrally stable. This contradiction implies that there 
exists some neighborhood of 0, call it iV2, in which P is nowhere dense. 
(e) Suppose (e) does not hold. ‘I’hen m(P n W) :- 0 for every neighbor- 
hood II/ of 0. Note that P is measurable because P u (0) is closed. IMinc 
V(x) = m(P n int L-(x)). 
17 clearly satisfies (i) and (ii). 
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Claim. V is locally Lipschitz on R”\,(O). Let x,y be given. We may 
suppose without loss of generality that L-(X) is a closed subset of the closed 
set int Z,-(y). Note that m(P n intl-(x)) = m(P n int Li-(s)). Choose 
x,, EL-+(Y), ys EL-(~), such that i x,, - y0 1 = d(L-(y), L+(x)). Denote by A 
the closed “annulus” bounded by L-(y) and L+(x). Let 
w = sup{+) : x E P n A}, 
where z is the same as in Lemma 4.4. By Gronwall’s lemma 
I 9(t, x0) - 4(t, Yo)l G ! *o -- Yo I cxp Lw for all t E [0, w]. 
Let lo represent the straight line between x,, and yC, , and write I,(s) :.= 
sxo + (I - s)yo for s E [0, I]. Let I) :: [0, l] x [0, u]. Define I : D --, R” 
by I(s, t) := +(t, I,(S)). Then 
where M is a bound for if 1 on A. Observe that P n A C (J(s,t)co I($, t). 
Hence, if JZ(s, t) denotes the Jacobian matrix of 1, we have by [4] that 
1 V(X) - V(y); = ; Y(x~) -- V(yo)j : M(P n A) 
i JI(s, t) d.c dt < / x0 - y. Mw exp Lo. 
ButI~o-yoI < IX--y!,andso 
1 V(x) - V(y)1 .< ! x - y 1 Mw cxpLw. 
Thus V is locally Lipschitz on H?{O}, and our claim is established. 
If we now let A, = (x : V(X) < l/n}, and define 
then we may argue as in the proof of Lemma 4.6 to show that 0 is integrally 
stable. This, however, is a contradiction. Thus our assumption that 
m(P n W) > 0 for every neighborhood W of 0 must be false, and there must 
exist some neighborhood of 0, call it Ks , such that m(P n X3) : = 0. 
Finally, if we let Aif = N, n X2 n Na , then f E Y. 
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Suppose, conversely, that f~ Y. We must show that 0 is not integrally 
stable for (IS,). Let ,V be a compact neighborhood of 0 contained in X, . 
Let E > 0 be chosen so that S,(O) C X. IJet 112 be such that !f(x)i 5.; ill 
for all s E TV. Let 
Sow P, n X has measure zero and may be covered by an open set of mcasurc 
less than &F/4. In fact, because of the nature of .P, P, X, our covering set 
can bc made to consist of an open neighborhood of 0, and a countable number 
of irregular “annuli”. Denote the open neighborhood of 0 by A,, and 
observe that since 0 is an isolated critical point, f.f(x)’ > K > 0 for some K, 
and for all x E N’,,A,, . Now holding A, fixed, we may find a new co\;ering 
of E = (p, n N)‘l,A, (again consisting of a countable number of “annuli”) 
whose measure is less than xSK/2L. Denote this covering by {EO}llell . 
Sow, for each x E E, denote by A(x, Y) the “annulus” given by .4(x, r) =: 
{y : d(y, Cl(x)) < r/2). Yorkc has shown [7] that for Lipschitz systems, 
every periodic orbit has period no less than 2n/L, where L is the Lipschitz 
constant. It follows that the minimum length of any trajecton: C.-(x), ,x E E, 
is given by 
If the actual length of G(x) is denoted by A, , then 
mpqx, Y)) 7 hzY ;- O(Y) as Y ---t 0. 
It follows from these remarks that given x E E we may choose yz so small 
that A(x, r,) C L& for some /? E B, and 
m(A(x, YE)) > (h.g,!‘2) 3 (7rKY,‘L). (4.5) 
Sow {A(x, r2))ZEE forms an open cover of E. By the compactness of B we 
may reduce our covering to a finite subcovering, which we will denote 
by A, , A, 7..., A,, . Observe that m(Uz., Ai) < ?rSK/ZL. 
Let yu E ;A,, be chosen so that ; yu I :.: inf{l y I : y E ZA,}. For each 
i = 1, 2,..., n observe that R2\Ap has one bounded (bdd) and one unbounded 
(unbdd) component. Choose xi from the bounded component and yi from 
the unbounded component so that 
j xi - yi j = inf{l x - y i : x E bdd component, y c unbdd component). 
Then xi ,yZ E EA, , i := 1,2 ,..,, n and from (4.5), m(AJ y;= nK$ \ xi - yi I, 






Also v 1 y0 i2 < m(A,) .< ?rs”!4 implies y0 1 < S/2. Therefore, 
Foreachi=0,1,2 ,..., n- l,yi~E/- implies yi I$ P, . Hence the solution 
through yi spirals outward by hypothesis (b) since Jo Y. Thus there exists 
some first time t, when the solution through yi intersects the line joining 
xi-+1 to yi i.l . Denote this point of intersection by tii+l . Let .q = 0. Let 
pi -.-- 1 yi - Xi j. Kow define 
Po(t, 4 = 
-J!-- -j(x) 
Yn I 
if t E [O, :y. il, 
0, otherwise. 
Pi(f, x) = x--.3.. _ j(x) if tEIO,pil, 0, z otherwise. 
Let 
P(t, x) = Po(t, x) -/ f Pi (2 - y (ti -1. &), x). 
i=l j=” 
We have ; P(t, cc)! .< hi’ + 1 for all t E R, x E RS. Also 
< fs(M -1. 1) < 6. 
Kate, however, that the solution of x’ : = j(x) $ P(t, x) escapes N in finite 
time. Thus by Theorem 2.3, 0 is not integrally stable, and the proof is 
complete. 
The question of whether any analogous theorem holds for Ii”, n 3 3, 
in R2 when 0 is not an isolated critical point, or when j is not Lipschitz, 
remains open. 
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